
Now inviting Hosts for 2021 Parties!

Are you fully vaccinated and happy to be gathering with friends and family again? Are you
encouraged by the changing seasons and hopeful for what’s to come? Are you eager to host a small
social gathering, after months of waiting? Let us introduce you to CCH Parties with a Purpose!

Parties with a Purpose started in 2020 after CCH was forced to postpone and ultimately cancel its
Annual Spring Benefit because of the COVID-19 pandemic. CCH supporters hosted small gatherings
at their homes - many were outside, some were themed, all were safely and socially distanced!

When you host a CCH Party with a Purpose, YOU decide what your party looks like! Want to
invite only one or two couples to come share a meal at your dining room table? Great! Comfortable
with a larger group gathering in your garden? Fabulous! Home-cooked meal versus take-out, tropical
cocktails versus a traditional cookout - it’s up to you!

Each party may look different, but all gather with the same purpose:
To support the mission & ministry of CCH!

Garden Party hosted by Lori Dabinett &
Russ McKelway - Berryville, VA

Zoom Party hosted by Vernelle &
Willie Boykin - Online

Porch Party hosted by Emmy & Wood
Parker - Great Falls, VA

“Doing these parties gives people who aren’t in Northern Virginia a way to participate
in something that supports CCH!” - Mary Hall, Virginia Beach, VA

Learn more on the reverse side of this page!



When you agree to host a CCH Party with a Purpose, you commit to:

● Host a gathering, however big or small. Pick the date and time that is most suitable for you!
● Have a television or computer available and viewable by your party on which you show a CCH

video message. (Videos will include information about CCH’s mission, a message of gratitude
for party participants and an invitation to give a financial gift in support of that work.)

● Identify an AV Point of Contact - someone who will be present at your party and that we can
connect with directly to confirm & troubleshoot technology.

● Accept and submit any financial pledges or gifts that your guests choose to donate to CCH
(instructions provided) and then send those gifts to CCH.

When you agree to Host a CCH Party with a Purpose, CCH commits to:

● Assign a specific CCH staff member as your Point of Contact for party planning.
● Provide you with a Host Kit that includes invitation templates (print and digital), special Haiti

thank you cards, a party video and a Host Guide. Host Kits will also include response cards
and envelopes that enable you to collect and submit any financial pledges or gifts from your
guests. (Remember, this is an opportunity to spend time in fellowship and share information
about CCH’s work in Haiti. An invitation to give financially in support of that work will be
included in CCH’s video message. As the party host, you simply agree to be ready to accept
any such gifts that night. Sample response cards are available on request.)

“The invitations and thank you cards provided by CCH were so wonderful and helpful. And the
paper mache birds CCH provided as favors for my guests were a hit!” - Helen Parker, Centreville, VA

“Having Clark to answer questions and provide additional program information
ahead of time was very helpful.” - Myra Goodrich, Herndon, VA

CCH Parties with a Purpose are not limited by geography - we are hopeful that CCH friends across
the nation will commit to gathering together this spring to help raise awareness about this important
work that is transforming lives through healthcare, education and community development. We’re all
navigating uncertain times - let us stand strong with our community partners in Haiti by celebrating
what is being accomplished and sharing the CCH story! Contact Clark Seipt (clark@cchaiti.org or
571-289-0336) with questions or to confirm your willingness to Host.

mailto:clark@cchaiti.org

